Top Blockchain projects
from eastern Europe
showcased in paris!
East-West Digital News, an information agency covering
the digital markets of Eastern Europe,* is inviting
entrepreneurs, investors and experts from the region to
meet their French peers.
Through an invite-only conference (March 29), an evening
meetup (March 28), and individualized networking
support, players from Eastern Europe will be able to
demonstrate their project to the French crypto/blockchain
community and attract attention from the media for
business development and/or fundraising purposes.
* Latest research study by EWDN et ICO Bench http://www.ewdn.com/files/cee_tokens.pdf
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AMONG KEY FRENCH speakers AT THE CONFERENCE (MARCH 29):
•
•
•

Joseph Bedminster, founder of Daneel.io
Jonathan Behar, CEO at Crypto Day and Crypto Apéro (France)
Louis Barbier, crypto consultant at PwC France

•
•
•

Jean-Michel Billaut, one of the founding fathers of the French Internet
Nicolas Boitout, crypto specialist at Société Générale
Paul Bougnoux, co-founder of Largillière Finance, a leading French
asset management and ICO investment company
Vidal Chriqui, top French blockchain thought leader and crypto investor

•
•
•
•
•
•

Hervé Hababou, top French investor, founder of Booking Token Unit
Protocol
Adrien Henni, chief editor of East-West Digital News (France, Russia)
Laurent Leloup, top French blockchain thought leader, founder of ICO
consultancy Chaineum
William O’Rorke, legal advisor at Blockchain Partner, a leading French
Blockchain and ICO consultancy
Patrick Robin, top French investor (Avolta Partners)
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Conference PROGRAM (MARCH 29):
•
•
•

8:00 Welcome breakfast (reserved for sponsors)
9:00 Introductory remarks: Jean-Michel Billaut, Adrien Henni
9:20 “ICO trends & cross-border opportunities” – Latest international market trends.

•
•

10:00 Case study: Daneel.io, a French-Estonian ICO
10:30 Cryptoassets: Risks and opportunities

•

11:00 “Optimizing and securing crypto investments” – Cryptorobotics, Daneel, Goldmint

•

11:45 “Bitcoin, advertising and e-commerce – An emerging ad market in cryptocurrency

•

12:15 Blockchain for creative industries: AR/VR, media, audio

•

13:00 VIP Lunch

•
•

14:30 Tech show: Spectacular technologies from Eastern Europe
15:00 Networking and one-to-one meetings

Cases: Russia, Romania, France. Cross-border opportunities for company registration and crowdsale.

Discussion with top French crypto investors and experts

and Money Rebel will present their project and exchange views with a PwC expert
(AB-Chain). Ljubljana’s “Bitcoin City” (Eligma)

Presentations of Arcona, VRT World, Let It Play
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venueS
•

On March 29, the conference will take place at the
Intercontinental hotel, a high-standing venue in the
heart of Paris.

•

In the preceding evening (March 28), a meetup will be
organized in another venue for informal exchanges
with the Paris crypto investor community

Conditions
Industry experts, investors and journalists may request
free registration.
Participation fees will be required from companies
wishing to demonstrate their technology through the
day-time conference, the evening meetup and/or
business meetings arranged separately (“My Paris Road
Show”).
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Pricing / DAY-TIME CONFERENCE (MARCH 29)
Package 1:
”Simple Pitch”
(€2,000)

Event benefits
Entrance fee

Includes breakfast, first-rate French lunch and wines for two participants.

Company pitch

Short project pitch to investors, journalists and other attendees

Tech demo

May apply to technologies with strong visual or sound effects, an entertainment dimension, etc.

Speaker slot

Short expert presentation or participation in a panel discussion. Subject to validation by the
organizing committee.

Assisted networking

The event team will help you identify participants and introduce you whenever relevant

Basic company promo

Company mentioned on all online and print supports

Advanced company promo

On-site visibility: roll-up, distribution of company booklet or leaflet
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Pricing / Evening meetup (MARCH 28) + individualized business SUPPORT
Business networking and additional services
•

For companies conducting an ICO: meetup on March 28 evening to meet the Paris crypto
investor community
Individually-planned business meetings: We’ll help you identify relevant French partners or
investors, and approach them for individual meetings. These meetings may be set up during
the day-time conference or the meetup, or privately during the preceding or following days.

Price

Business networking
support: “My Paris
Roadshow”

•

Sponsored cocktail party or
VIP dinner

Create the perfect conditions to establish and deepen your relationship with your most important
partners. We’ll help you identify these partners, invite them on your behalf and arrange the dinner From €4,000
in a top Paris venue (Eiffel tower, Station F…) on March 28 or another date

ICO PR support in France

Includes, as necessary: translation/adaptation of documentation in French language; dedicated
media campaign; SMM support; participation in events or meetups, etc.

Upon request

ICO strategy, legal and
financial advisory

Advice by leading French ICO operators and advisors with international experience

Upon request
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Event team
Valentine Ghozlan

JoNATHAN BEHAR

Valentine is an incredibly efficient communicator
when it comes to digital things. Her rich background
– in Paris, Dublin and London – includes sales and
partnership positions at eBay and Google as well as
business development and PR consulting for a
variety of startups.

Jonathan has founded Crypto Day & Crypto Apero,
two key meetup initiatives on the French crypto
investment scene. He also conducts popular
blockchain masterclasses and podcasts in Paris.

Adrien Henni

Jane Kuhuk

Adrien Henni is chief editor of East-West Digital
News and lead author of EWDN’s latest research on
blockchain and ICOs in Eastern Europe. With 15
years of experience in France and Eastern Europe,
he advises startups, funds and other organizations.

Based in Kiev, Jane is project manager at East-West
Digital News. She excels at making events a memorable
experience for all participants.
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